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Press (AP) celebrated the downfall of Democratic presidential candidate
Hillary Clinton Wednesday, heralding her collapse in the polls as a victory for

the American press. “She just gave a bad and rambling speech,” said AP
news intern Carter Harris, who wrote a story in which he repeated, “She’s
had a bad week.” “Everyone is going to say that she’s over, but for us the
real question is, can we get Hillary Clinton to drop out?” Washington Post

columnist Patricia Murphy asked. “It's ridiculous. It's ridiculous. It's not
ridiculous that we all want to keep watching this,” she added. A former

Bloomberg contributor, Murphy said she liked Clinton, “but I don’t think she
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has a chance.” In its coverage, the AP dedicated five separate stories, or
segments, to the failing campaign of the woman who first came to

prominence as America’s First Lady. The Washington Free Beacon previously
noted AP coverage showed an obvious bias in favor of Clinton. A May article

entitled “Hillary Clinton's enduring popularity” posted a quote from the
Democratic nominee saying, “I'm going to lay it on the line. There should be
no doubt in your mind, no ambiguity. We're going to beat Donald Trump.” AP
editorial page editor Matt Patterson also echoed the biases exhibited in the
piece, demanding that readers “[f]ocus on what matters right now.” “The
election is tightening,” he said. “And that is the more important news.” “I

think that is the right decision,” he added. “I think that that is how this
should be reported.” Despite calling Trump a “candidate to be reckoned

with,” Patterson did not appear to hold the Republican nominee in the same
regard. “As we saw today, he is well-prepared to answer tough questions and
think quickly on his feet,” Patterson wrote, apparently lauding Clinton’s skills.
While the AP appeared to concede that Clinton is a favorite of the Democratic

establishment, the outlet was hardly complimentary towards
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